













































































































feet long, runs through a tunnel beneath 
Dwight Bente! Hall. 
The pipe's asbestos covering was ruined 
last spring when 
that section of the tunnel 
flooded during hard rains. Pluta said. 
The water caused the loosely bound. 













88. designed to 
relieve the eight -year
-long  impaction 
of the engineering department, will 
begin Oct. 1 with the demolition of the 
engineering building's southeast wing. 
Jay Pinson, dean of the depart-
ment, said that bids for the demolition 
were  opened Friday. "Within a week 
they'll be putting the (protective) fence 
up," Pinson said. 
The removal of the older section 
of the engineering building will cost 
about $352.800, according to Barbara 
Pluta.
 SJSU's design and construction 
manager.
 
Iconco, of Union City, submitted 
the low bid of $145.500 for the demo-
lition and removal. The bid for the re-
location  of utilities was $53.000 by 
Smith & Sons. a San Jose contractor, 
Pluta said. 
In addition,  she said, the low bid. 




moval of the building's plumbing 
equipment was submitted by Ray L. 
Hellwig of Plumbing and. Heating in 
Santa Clara. 
The protective harriers 
will  be 
constructed around 
the southeast w ing 
of the building in 
preparation  for the 
demolition 
work scheduled to begin 
Oct. I. Pluta said. 
The barricades will be erected be-
tween the engineering
 building and the 
old Cafeteria
 and industrial arts build-
ings. she said. There will be a walk-
way between engineering and the cafe-
teria building. 
The 




trees  in this area.' The trees are 
staying," Pluta said. 
One of these trees recently fell 
near the Spartan Pub after having been 
attacked by termites, according to 
Verne  McGlothlen, landscape and 
transportation 
manager.  
By the end of this week, 
parking 
in the lot between 
engineering  and the 
administration building will no longer 
be available. Pluta 
said.  A meeting 
will be held tomorrow to 
advise the 
heads of the 




lot contains 55 
spaces, 39 employee spaces 
and  16 
See DEMOLITION. page 10 
nel drained 
there  V. as 
ol potentially 










might  have es-
caped  the concrete tunnel, Pluta said. 
In its present 
state, the damaged insulation 




 removal, she said. 
"There
 might 




that went through miniscule cracks into the 
ground." she said. "But there are already con-
taminants in the ground." 
After the pipes 
cool, the workers 
equipped with respirators and protectise suits
 
- will vacuuni the loose

















with  an 
adhesive
 
to hind them, 
preenting  release into the air, 




non-toxic  insulation. 
The original cleanup deadline, set by the 
federal Ens ininmental  Protection Agency,
 was 
extended to Sept 22 after SJSU had difficult) 
securing funding. she said. Neither university 
officials.  nor EPA officials  could cite the orgi-
nal 
deadline  date. 
'We 
thought  initially there 
would be a 
California  State I'm,. ersit allocation  for 
storm  
damage.- Pluta said. ' 'Then








 the job 
was 

































































the  shutdown 
would 
interrupt  air 




-water  system. 
Included 



























 Dep - Daily staff photographer
 
Thomas 
Barrick. a junior 







 made it by 
inking  a limestone 
sign, 
















































raced  into the 






proached the car,  he jumped up and used 
his 
forelegs  to bo-
unce off the window








empty.  But he had 
already
 located the suspect.
 
The dog sprinted to a 




six feet into the air. 
The man in the tree frantically tried to 
climb higher - 
he was suprised by the police dog's vigor. 
Barking excitedly,  the shepherd clawed at the 
trunk - 
a 
signal to his human partner that the suspect was indeed 
treed. 
Enthusiastic  applause 
broke




approval.  It was 
definitely  one of 
'I've 
never  before 












better  performances of the day. 
UPD Officer Bryan Garrett beamed with pride as he 
leashed his 
canine  partner. Shadow. 
The 
man in the 
tree was a 
mock suspect
 -- one of 
the 
props 
used in the search





 Annual K-9 
Trials, in 





The Modesto trials are fast becoming 
one  of the 
West's  
hest competitions, and SJSU's K-9 team
 of Garrett and 
Shadow are taking people by suprise, said 
Modesto  Police 
























 paths at the 









 event will take 
place in 
the Student
 Union Ballroom 
from 10 a.m.











hrary.  Hugh 
Gillis 



















 on Ninth 
Street, across





damaged pon ion 
must be completed
 
before Sept. 22, 
the remainder of the
 steam 
pipes 





 has five years 
in which to re-
move
 the rest. 
According to a mono issued by Ron 






 may cause 
cancer of the chest and abdominal lining, while 
large
 
fibers have been associated
 with the 
chro-


























survey"  by 
university
 
By Frank Michael Russell 
Daily staff writer 
A two-day examination given to 
junior -level writing students last week 
was a tool for designing an entrance 
test for 100W classes. 
Or was 
it?  
According to the 
Thursday  broad-
cast of 
Newsbreak,  the KSJS radio 





A report said 
students  in the 
100W 
classes were told that the exami-
nation
 would not affect their grades, 
hut that their instructors did not know 
why the test was administered. 
A university administrator was 
quoted in the report as saying the test 
was 
part of a "confidential
 study," 
while a psychometrist, a test adminis-
trator in 
the Testing and Evaluation 
Office, said it was not. 
But to some university 
adminis-
trators there never
 was a mystery. 
"The tests were simply
 to norm 
to find 
out  how students do," said 
100W 
Coordinator 
Gabriele  Rico. 
The university will use the results 
to 
determine  which questions are ap-
propriate for a planned entrance exam-
ination to the class. she 
said. 
She 








 was given in two 
pans On one day an objective test 
measuring grammar and usage
 skills 
was given, 












 The class fulfills the 
university's
 
general education requirement for ju-
nior -level writing. 
The 
Academic  Senate called for 
the revision of those requirements in 
the spring of 
1985,  said Leon Dorosz,
 
associate 
academic  Y. president for  
undergraduate
 studies, 










 have to pass to 
get 
course credit, 
is to be replaced with a 
"screening
 exam" to qualify for en-
rollment in a 100W course,  he said. 
Last 
week's test had two pur-
poses. Donis/ said - a diagnostic tool 





 and a tool to develop 
the senate
-mandated screening test. 
Rico, an 
associate  professor of 
English, said 
in
 order to develop the 
screening test.
 the writing, grammar 
and 
usage  skills of a broad 
range  of 
students needed to he determined. 
The five versions of the test, she 
said,  will help determine which ques-
tions work and 
which do not. 
The test was developed by _Rico 
and 
the university's English Require-
ments Committee, she 
said.  
The 
committee  and the senate's 
Board of General Studies have been 
charged with 
reviewing
 plans for the 
100W 
entrance
 examination, Dorosz 
said,
 adding that the university hopes 
to implement the senate mandate by 
the fall of 1987. 
Faculty participation in last 
week's  tests.  Rico said, was optional. 
"It was 
a request." she said, adding 
that any instructor could have said 
it 
See EXAM. page 10 
Lottery 
revenues 
allocated to CSU 





Daily staff writers 
Academic 
Senate
 committees met 
yesterday to 
discuss guidelines for the 
distribution
 of California 
Lottery  reve-
nues 
earmarked for the 
university.  
The campus has 
been allocated 
$1,724.815 in 




 out of $36,343,395 bud-
geted throughout












lottery,  34 
percent  of 
lottery  
funds  are 




The bulk of this money
 is set 
aside for 
elementary  and 
secondary  
schools, hut 4.5 
percent
 is designated 
for 
the CSU system. 
The money is 
allocated  to supple-
ment rather than substitute other 
fund-
ing 
sources  and to be used for educa-
tional purposes




 or other non
-instructional  ac -
ti dies. 
Lottery
 funding was on the 
agenda of three 
Academic Senate 
com-
mittees  - financial
 and student 
af-
fairs. 
instruction  and 
research, and 
professional





 should develop guide-
lines within a 
few  
weeks
 for the 
alloca-







of the financial and 
student affairs 
committee. 
At the senate's Sept 
8 
meeting,  
Ruth  Yaffe,  chemistry professor and 
chairwoman
 of the 
curriculum  
com-
mittee. introduced a resolution pro-
posed by her committee which calls 


















 the senate's budget re-







The resolution was referred to the 







designated in some 






has been budgeted. "I think
 that's a 
very 
important  first step," 
said
 Arlene 






















and the University 
Community
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Briganti,  Art 
Director  
Michael 




















tic  discos,: has 
animist






 are clear. Once





 at the thought
 of tax-
ing a blank piece
 of paper. 
For
 days they will 
do
 anything else 
except  sit down to 
write. They place dreaded 
chores,  




top of their 
list
 of priorities. But one can





student finds the due 
date  closing in, and he 
better do 
something  quick. 
Then
 he begins to 
worry,  worry, worry. 
He complains. 
complains,
 complains. But 




on top of his  desk. 
Finally he 
decides
 what he is going
 to write about. 
He 
plans to write it 
during the weekend 
so he can make that
 
Monday 
morning  due date. 
On 
Friday.  he 
thinks. 
"Hey, 
it's  the 
end  of the 
school 
week. 












 afternoon. Most 
likely the student 
slept through 
the morning. There is 
no way he can concen-
trate on 
that
 paper now. Maybe after
 he watches a little tele-




 later, the student 
forces himself 
to 
make a rough draft 
while watching the 
late night horror 
flick. But after the 
first  zonibie appears, 
he falls asleep. 
And the 
blank  piece of paper 
remains. 
Sunday
 morning. lie takes a deep 
breath, reprimands 
himself 
for  the lack of work he 




Everything imaginable happens. 
The phone rings 
constantly.









 their jungle yard with a 
rattling  
mower. 
The kids pick 
his driveway to skate on. He 
gets writer's 
block. 
Relatives  come over and a 
small
 party ensues. Sud-
denly he feels obligated to 
spend  time with the family --
anything
 to get away from writing that paper. 
Amy L. 
Pabalan  
That evening, he figures 
he can pull an all-nighter. 
Coffee mug in hand, he begins to work.
 In between par-
agraphs. he munches on cookies and cold 
chicken. Yawn-
ing 
constantly,  he finishes  his first rough draft. 
Promising 
to take a quick nap before finishing, he 
sleeps until morning. 
Panicking,  he begins the final draft, 
missing all his morning classes. 
Finally
 he finishes, quickly 
rechecks for errors, breaks several speeding 
records and 
turns in his paper on time. 
Sound familiar'? 
The above
 description fits a lot of students. People are 
crazy to 
put themselves through such ordeals. Yet it hap-
pens 
all the time. 
Procrastination  lack of planning and organization 
 is the killer of student performance in classes. It is also 
the leading cause for stress and anxiety. 
The old adage, "Never put off something for tomor-
row
 what 
you  can do 
today.''  certainly
 applies to those 
who 
have suffered from the "Ill -do-it -later" syndrome. People 
who have procrastinated over an important project know 
what ever else they did beside working on the  project was 
definitely not worth the 
madness of finishing it at the last 
minute. A little self-discipline and a 
still fresh memory of 
the last experience can 
alleviate
 headache and heartache. 




 deserves  
sports
 arena 
When  you 
mention  professional sports. you have 
to 
wonder whether San Jose will
 ever see the light. 
San Jose is the largest city in the United States without 
a_prolessional team. That statement alone makes me want to 
throw a baseball through my living room wall. 
This city has plenty of movie theaters and nightclubs. 
which is fine if you're in the mood for drinking or staring at 
a movie screen for
 two hours. 
However,  these







attending  a sporting event  provides Sports 
are a 
social event for family and friends. 
Groups arrive early,  barbecue, socialize, and then join 
together to jump, shout and even create a wave for their 
city's team. 
Citizens  of cities like Cleveland. Pittsburgh and De-
troit don't always
 foe
 the happiest of lives, but when their 





 Feinstein ruined San 
Jose's hid to lure the Giants to San Jose by threatening to 
sue the city. I hope she'll be happy when the team packs its 
hags for Denver. 
Both Denver and 
Washington  D.C. are dying for a 
major  league






offer  that he can't refuse. He loved the idea of com-
ing 
to San 
Jose  until the mayor stepped in. A 
new  sports sta-
dium in San Jose 
might  get him interested again. 
Baseball 
is a sport that is greatly affected by wind.
 In a 
recent hornestand. the 
Giants may have lost three 
games  be-
cause  
of gusting vs mils 
that
 blow in from 
the entire left side 
of the 




 won hallgames were 
blown 




For years, the Giants has e been trying to leave 
Candle-






 and too 
congested
 
for a new' baseball
 stadium. 
The Giants fans get one-third of their fans from the 
South Bay. San Jose has terrific baseball weather, and busi-
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the  right 
to
 edit all 
letters
 for 
libel  and 
length. 
Opinions  
appearing  on 
the
 






 on this 















Sports franchises bring in 
substantial
 amounts of reve-
nue to hotels, restaurants and 
shops.
 In addition. thousands 
of jobs are created. 
John Neese. a Santa 
Clara  County Fair Association 
hoard member, has been trying for
 years to have an arena 
built. In 1984, Neese had the plans all
 drawn up for a 17,-
00(1 
seat  arena that was to be built 
in
 the Santa Clara County 
Fairgrounds. The Golden Sam: Warriors
 and the San Jose 
State basketball program were interested
 in the project. Un-
fortunately the city council decided 
against allocating $20 
million
 in funds to the project. San Jose 
Mayor  Tom McEn-
ery wants land
 off Highway 237
 cleared for an 
arena.  
If an arena were built, it 






Hockey  League team. Two
 
NHL 
exhibition  games at the 
Cow  Palace attracted more 
than
 16,0(10 total, 
so
 there is hockey 
interest in the area.
 
City 
government continues to 






new science museum. 
Why can't they find the funds for a 
project
 that's long over-
due? 
The next time 
you 
vote
 for a 
member 
of the city coun-
cil 
(Sr





their  stand on a 
sports arena (Sr stadium is. 
San 
Jose  is too large to he a 
minor  league sports city. 
With a population
 of more than 600,000..
 isn't it time that 
this
 city commits to a 
sports  facility after 27 
dark
 years of 









On behalf of Sears 
Savings
 Bank, I want to express 
my
 
thanks and appreciation for the 
warm response my staff and 
I 
have  received from the university 
community  dun ii  the 
week we were 
on campus. The enthusiasm 
and  meet. ivity 
of everyone we've 
encountered  at SJSU has been
 very grat-
ifying  to me both personally and
 professionally. I look for-
ward to 
working
 with SJSU students, staff 
and faculty in the 
coming years





















 someone out there
 still
 has 
sight to sec light! 
Stephanie Chavez 
Clerical 




























 cops in SJSU 
class,''' s ev 
dence 
of the ignorance 
of the university 
community.  . Many 
local police officers
 attend classes 
and  are not required 
to sit 
quietly in the 
hack
 and be unobtrusive.
 These off -duty 
offi-
cers 
are working toward degrees




these  officers are 
armed
 with an 
off -duty concealed 
weapon. They are 
very low -key about
 
carrying their weapons.
 They are highly 
trained
 in the use 
and 
responsibility




 far less likely than 




 student who 
becomes  irate over 
an





What does it 
matter  it inmersity 
police  officers want 
to
 
attend  class in 
uniform?
 Are instructors 
fearful
 that the care-
fully  selected, 
thoroughly
 trained and 
highly diseiplined 
public  employee is going
 to become an irrational
 beast be-
cause of a 
had exam grade'? Of 




regularly.  These officers 
work diffi-
cult 
shifts and are hard-pressed
 to find time to 
schedule  their 
classes.  These officers 
who want to take 
classes  and gain 
degrees
 are on the 
cutting edge of 





 must attend 
class  in uniform 
it is because 
heishe does 
not  have time to 
change. The 
unifomi  is worn 
for the 
job:
 it is not a tool 
that




for uniforms on 
campus being in 
poor taste for the 
university,
 that is 
ridiculous.
 The students


















 symbols of 





 to them. 
As for 
the  uniforms and 
combat
 hoots being 
repugnant.  that 
is absurd. 
These  students 
spend hours 
polishing  boots to 
a 
mirror  shine and 
many
 learn to iron and 
press  their uni-
form, The uniform 
and how. it is worn 
is
 part of the military 
training  the cadets 
receive
 while completing










I am writing in regard to Stew Hintz's "Amerika" col-
umn in which 
he
 voices opposition
 to a Reagan
-Gorbachev  
summit
 due to the 
fact the Soviet Union is 
"undeserving
 of 
the peace process." He cites the imprisonment of Nicholas 
Daniloff and the seven -year -old invasion of Afghanistan as 
prime examples of why not to bargain with the Soviets. 
True. Daniloff was, most likely,  wrongfully impris-
oned.  
However,  does Mr. 
Hintz  
know 
every  last detail the 
KGB knows about Dandoff? Is Mr. Hintz 
so blind that he 
isn't aware that we, "Amerika.' also deport 
spies'?  If the 
current paranoia about spies and secret agents 
continue,
 we 
could he destined for a new form of McCarthyism. 
I 
oppose  Russia's invasion 
of Afghanistan, Mr. 
Hintz.  
I also 
oppose our country 
setting fire to Bolivia 
because  it 
can't control its own drug problem
 internally. It's also sick-
ening that the United States supports 
fascist, murderous and 
sometimes racist governments such as P.W. Botha's 
South  
Africa,
 Augusto Pinochet's Chile and the contras in 
Nicara-
gua. 
Mr. Hintz's attitude is all
 too common today. In a 
nut-
shell. "Russia doesn't want to 
stop making nuclear weap-
ons. It wants to take over the world." 
Well.  Mr. Hintz. I'm 
sure General Dynamics. Grumman, Boeing and 
Ford Aero-
space would want 
nothing more 
than 




 Peace is more important
 than 
money  to them. Right'? 
Mr. Hintz's nihilistic attitude 
is a perfect example why 
the military will never have to have a 
bake  sale to raise 
money. Millions







Graphic art and design 
Reagan 




I found Amy Pabalan's 
opinion  piece ("Third term 
should not be allowed." Sept. 
111 interesting and well -writ-
ten. I would like to add a question: 
Given  the massive defi-
cits generated 
of
 late and given that our economic recovery 
is 
fueled
 by huge increases in consumer debt, will. Mr. Rea-
gan want to he 















 Mary Beth 
Whitehead
 of Brick Town-
ship. N.J., decided to keep her baby, she 
made front page headlines. 
Whitehead took one look at her 
precious  Nibs 
girl and knew she couldn't let 







kby in her arms and 
felt the warmth of 
her own flesh and blood she knew that a mother's 
love
 




 not even the 
$10.000
 
Whitehead had been promised to 
give up her child 
She was a surrogate 
mother  who changed her 
mind and now she 
had to fight to keep her baby. 
Whitehead probably hadn't thought about what it 
would he like to carry the baby inside of her for nine 
months only to turn the child over to a new mother. 
She had no way of knowing









another  couple the chance to experience the love 
of a child that she and her husband had known from 
their two children. 
When  she signed the contract that 
gave  another 
couple 
the right to take her baby in exchange for ' 
S10.1K10 she couldn't
 feel the heartache that
 she expe-
rienced once the
 baby was aczually born. 
Whitehead  
was  forced to kidnap
 her own child 
hut was later tracked down by a private investigator 
and was forced to give up her child ,,She is now in-
volved in a court battle with the couple to gain custody 
of the child. 
Whatever  decision the court makes concerning 
this case








 will side 
with  




 the ones who 
backed out 
on their 
end  of the 
bargain.
 They were 
willing  to pay 
$10,000
 for this 
baby and that 
was  the 
agreement. The 
couple
 had a legal
 contract
 drawn up and were anx-
iously awaiting the birth of "their" child. 
Don't they deserve the right to 
this
 child'? What 
about all the planning the couple has gone through
 for 
the arrival of the baby? 
Maybe 
the  court will reason that 
a legal contract 




 be held as such. 
If legalities 
are what is being dealt
 with 
here





Whitehead  signed a 
contract  to carry the child
 for 
nine months  and then turn it over
 to the awaiting cou-
ple. It can't get much more clear-cut than that.
 
But what 
if some member, 
of
 
the jury are moth-
ers 
themselves'? Maybe they will remember
 what it 
was
 like to 
carry a child for 
nine  




 the child 
cry 
for  






 the feeling of 
holding their child in 
their  arms fiir the first time and 
experiencing that mother
-child
 bond that is stronger 









decide  that a 
contract





 if the court 




the natural mother 











 why her real 
mother  was 
willing  to 
"sell"
 her 























home,  is a 
decision  that
 should not 
really he 
made  by a 
court  of 
law. 
A decision












any  body of 
people decide
 which 
party  is more 
ca-
pable of giving love'? 
It 
seems  that 
some
 decisions
 cull upon 
the  help of 
a higher being. 
Cindi 
Hansen  is the special assignment
 editor. 
Editors' Extra is an 
open  forum for editors who 
ap-




























































































 Air Force Two 























































 shall remind 








 to it. I 

























Her visit includes meetings




Fund and the 
World 
Bank  to try to obtain
 more lenient terms
 
on repaying the 




planned to meet New 
York
 busi-
ness leaders to try to 
persuade them to invest 




















































































alone, there is no chance 
for the country to 
grow."
 
Aquino, who was 
installed  in a February 
I 
revolt that ousted President Ferdinand
 E. Mar-
cos, dismissed 
fears of a possible coup during 
her absence. Some 










 attempt to take over the 
government.
 






that my absence will endanger
 the de-
mocracy are those 
on whom we cannot depend
 
to 
protect  it. For democracy 
here 
is not held up 
by 
me alone but by the

















Manila  on 
full  alert and
 that his 
forces  were 
"fully prepared




















upset  by 
Aquino 
LOS ANGEI.ES 














 in the ethnic press 
have urged Aquino to juggle her schedule
 to 
include a 








Aquino. who arrived in 
San  Francisco 
yesterday, has scheduled stops  
in New York 
and Boston and will 
address  a joint session 
of Congress.
 
"There's a big disappointment here," 
Sebastian Catarroja, editor in chief of the
 
Los Angeles -based California Manila 
Times, 
said
 last week . "It's like 
Pope
 John 
Paul visiting the U.S. and bypassing Chi-
cago, which has the 
largest Polish popula-
tion in the country.
 We 





















wanted  to 
make
 the Filipinos in 
Los 
Angeles  happy,
 hut there 
just is not 
time." 
Kashiwahara is the sister of 
slain 
oppo-






















one  person 
and 
injuring  51 
others
 less than












 was the 
fourth  bombing
 in Paris in 




 have been 
killed 
and more 







where  drivers' li-
censes
 are issued, happened 
about 
1:50 p.m. on the 
ground floor of the 
police  headquarters building on the Ile 
de la Cite, close to 
Notre  Dame Cathe-
dral. 


































include  a 
search  by 
police  
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phone caller took responsibility for the 
bombing on behalf of a group called 
the Committee of Solidarity for 
Arab  
and Middle East Political 
Prisoners. 
That name
 also was used in claims for
 
last week's bombings. 
Monday's
 caller told a Western 
news agency: "We will be thankful if 
YOU
 inform




and Chirac that the 
next  operation will be at the Elysee." 
the presidential palace. 
Police said the police headquar-
ters bomb 
appears to have been similar 
to those used 
in three other attacks 
since Sept.
 8. Conflicting claims
 of re-
sponsibility for
 those bombings were 
President
 
orders start up 
of 
drug tests 
WASHINGTON (API  
Presi-
dent Reagan. unveiling
 his plan to at-




 brancit yesterday to set 
up 
mandatory tests for 
federal
 workers 
in sensitive jobs. 
But Reagan's
 program drew im-
mediate 
resistance
 from the American 
Civil 
Liberties Union and labor 
organi-




Oval Office where he 
signed the 
order  and put his name on 
letters to 
Congress  accompanying a 
se-
ries
 of legislative proposals.
 Reagan 
said,  "This is the 
federal
 govern-
ment's  way of 
just





move came one day
 
alter he 









 people's consciences and their 
sense 
of
 patriotism, for help in raging
 
war on drug abuse. 
With the formal 
announcement
 of 
his anti drug -abuse plan, including 
Reagan's endorsement of capital 
pun-
ishment for certain drug -related of -
tenses, Reagan joined
 members of 
Congress who have been  scrambling
 to 
enact new 




Washington  that something must he 
done about the drug abuse problem, 
there were indications that some
 sug-
vested solutions face heavy 
obstacles: 
 
Leaders of federal employee
 
unions,
 and the American 
Civil Liber-
ties
 Union, challenged the 
administra-
tion to define 
"sensitive"  jobs. 
Alan Adler, legislative 
counsel  of 
the ACLU said, "The 
president's pro-
posal is a 
blatant
 violation of the rights 
of






Secretary  of 
Defense  Caspar 
W. Weinberger
 spoke vehemently 
against a 
proposal,  included in 
legis-
lation  passed 
overwhelmingly
 by the 
I louse last week, to 
require the presi-
dent to dispatch 
U.S. military forces 
Within 45 
days
 to the nation's borders
 
to interdict










commitment  to putting 
enough money 
into
 the new anti -drug 
abuse campaign. 
"The 




 you can't just 
throw  money at 
the  
problem,"
 Wright said. "That's 
true  
You 
can't  just throw 
words at the 
problem, either. 
You've  got to have 
some money to do it right." 
Reagan's  executive 
order,  requir-
ing mandatory 
tests for federal work 
ers 
in




 for the rest 
of
 the civilian 
federal
 














who are thinking ot 
using  drugs, we say: 'Stop.' And 
to 
those who are pushing drugs, we say 
'Beware.'
 "the president declared. 
issued in the names of 
two groups  
the Committee of 
Solidarity for Arab 
and 
Middle  East Political 
Prisoners  
and the Partisans of 
Rights and Free-
dom. French 
news  reports say 
investi-
gators believe they may be the same 
group. 
Chirac had been about to an-
nounce his conservative government's 
new anti-terrorist steps on Sunday af-
ternom when a bomb planted in a 
crowded cafe went off in an 
under-
ground parking lot, where it had been 
carried by two 
policemen and a cafe 
employee.
 One of the officers
 was ' 
killed and
 the 
two other men were se-
riously injured. 
As part of the crackdown,
 France 
will  
require  visas for the
 next six 
months, at least, from visitors who are 
citizens 
of
 any countries except Swit-
zerland and France's 
II fellow mem-
bers of the European Common Mar-
ket. 




beginning  today. For 
the 
next 15 
days,  visitors 
will  be able to 
apply for visas 
at airports or border
 
crossings, but 
after  that they must 
ob-
tain them 
from  a French 
consulate  be-































passenger  flights 
OAKI.AND







ice yesterday, returning its jets
 to its 
Oakland 
headquarters
 and beginning 
what eventually will amount to 1,500 
layoffs. 
"The magic day has 
arrived." 
said Kathy Carlson, World's public re-
lations manager. 
Carlson  said
 the last 
of World's 
scheduled passenger flights was re-
turning yesterday from Frankfurt, 
West Germany, and was expected to 
arrive in 
Oakland  
sometime  after 
mid-
night. 
World's  other brightly painted 
jets already- were parked
 .ii the huge 
hangar  that marks the headquarters of 






 charter and 
cargo  busi-
nesses and with maintenance for its 







had  led 













Earnings peaked at $11 million that 
year. largely because of the $99 Oak-
land -to -Newark. N.J.. flights. 
The company had lost money in 
subsequent
 years, 
especially  as other, 
larger airlines began offering cheap 
flights. In 1984, the company restruc-
tured 
$49 million in debts and deferred 






earlier this month its plan to end 
scheduled passenger flights. officials 
said the company could 
return to prof-
itability by 
focusing  on the charter and 
maintenance areas. World signed a 
multi -million dollar contract with the 




day after the announcement. 
The company also announced 





Andrews as chief executive officer, 
the latest of a series of officers ap-
pointed in recent years to replace 
Daly, who stepped down as president 
in 1982. 
The  flamboyant founder died 
in 1984 at the 
age
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Denise Wender  Daily
 
staff photographer 
forward Allen Picchi tries to ads ante the hall past a I .as N'egas player as teammates look on during the Spartarev* 







 SJSU, 4-0 
By Len 
Gutman 


























a real good 
team,"
 Spartan 
coach  Julie 
Menendez  
said. "I 
think  basically 





goal came just under 
17 
minutes into the first half, when
 the 
Spartans committed a penult in the 
goal box. 
UNIV 
forward  Rich Ryerson 
connected on the 
ensuing
 penelty kick 
to put the 
Rebels
 up by one. 
-We 
made  tug mistake
 on the 
























Rebel forward Jeff Enquist 
scored  
11NI V's second goal at the 60:02 





 seconds later UNIN 
forward
 Gavin Spaulding knocked a 
pass 
from 
Ryerson  past 
Spartan  goal-
keeper
 Joe Gangale to put the Rebels 
up 3-0. 
"We
 ran out of gas." said Spar-
tan defender Steve Caldwell. "They. 
isist
 
kept  running at us and we 
couldn't 
ith thcrii illtla 
The game remained scoreless
 
through the rest of the first half, hut in 
the second half the Spartan defense 
just fell apart. 
"In the second half they just kind 
of 
took it to us," Menendez said. 




 added their fourth and
 
final goal at the 70:02 mark as Enquist 
scored




fense wasn't real good today." Cald-
well said. "We let them get free in the 
box.''  













Second  %car esialkeeper Joe Gangale is a key player on 
the Spartan soccer team in a season 
that has already in-
cluded a tie of top -ranked
 1.1CI.A. 
"He's  one of the key players," Spartan coach Julie 
Menendez
 said. "I think he's demonstrated that already in 
the 
four games we've had just how important 
he is,'' 
Menendez said he feels Gangale is the 
hest  goalie he's 
seen in college this year sir last year.
 
"In fact,  he could be 
one of the best in the country ." 
Menendez said. "It'll 
take time to prove that, hut I think he 
will. 
'Ile's an outstanding player because he's quick, he's 
got 




cuts  off 
a lot 
of opportunities for scores.'' 
Last year. Gangale's goals -against average was 2.83,  
when the 
Spartans  finished a disappointing 6-11-2. 







 Western Washington 
scoreless
 and giving up only
 tsso goals 
apiece  to San Fran-
siseo State and top -ranked 
IJCI.A.  
Although Gangale  
gave up four goals against UNI.V, 
he still had seven
 saves 
Gangale 




 and his confidence.
 
"I'm 35 psiunds lighter than I was last 
year at this time 
and it makes a big difference." Cuingale 
explained.  
Ile said last year late in the 
game he would get ex 
tremely tired, while this 
year he feels great late in the game 
"My  confidence is really high because I know that I 
can perform a lot hinter when I'm lighter." Gangale said. 
"It's a game 
of
 confidence.  If you have it. you're halfway
 
there.  " 
What was the Gangale weight
-loss program" 
'I
 just watched what I ate,  had two
 meals a day and 
just worked out twice a day,  
running and playing soccer 
with
 a couple of guys on the 
team.** Gangale said. 
This 














"I want to 
keep  my head in the 
game,
 because that's 
what hurt me last 
year."  Gangale said.
 "I had problems 
mentally  because 
of the fact that 





 the game If we 
would get
 down l-




wrong  frame of 
mind.'   
Gangale
 said he knew this 









anything  with soccer. 
he 
would have 




has  already had at 
least







what  I understand 




 to play for
 them,'  
Gangale  said. 
The 
coach from  
Italia  


















 to play for
 the club. 
Getting 
ready for a game
 both physically
 and mentally 
is 









 go too 
hard.  I 
work  hard, hut I 
don't
 get into the drills 







 doesn't like 
me
 to. 
Ile likes me to kind id Like 
it eas ()II game days, I usually
 
sleep 
in a little hit and 
sometimes  I go to work.'' 
Gangale works as a 





"I just try 
not to think about the
 game until I get 
here
 
(South  Campus) at 
about
 4 p.m.,
 if we 
have a game at 
7:30  
or 8," Gangale 
said.  "Then I just turn the 




and  just sit back and 
think  about 
what I Noe to do that night.  
Gangale  said preparing for a 
game
 is important to him, 
hut team preparation is more important. 
"What I try 
to do before a game is not 
only  get myself 
into  the game, 
but  get the other players 
into
 the game." 
Gangale said. "let 
them know that everybody's got 
to play 
as a team and pull together " 
Gangale and Chase 
were
 elected captains by the team. 
"I like to 
think of myself as a leader. 
Teams  need guys 
that push the players,"
 Gangale said. "Last 














































played  four 
years  at 
Cupertino/Ugh  
School  before 
taking a year








for  two years.
 
A friend told him he should 





 (Menendez) came out and saw me 
play and I 
talked with 





 liked me 
so I stuck with 
it." 
Being a goalkeeper 
has been compared with 
the great 
pressure





field goal kickers. 
"I 
thrive  on that kind of pressure, 
because I think it 
shows 
character  when a person can he 
under  that much pres-
sure and 
come up big:. Gangale said. "It 
kind of sets goals 
for you. 
"If you can go through that 
and come up big you can 
prove to 
yourself that you can do it and
 feel a lot better 







for  the 
Spartan
 soccer







 to lead to. 




and  go on 
to the 










bright  spot for
 the Spar-
tans was the 






 have also 
played
 a part in the 
Spartans'  loss. 
They 
had  just come off a 
disa-
pointing  tie to 
San  Fransisco 
State  on 
Thursday, 
while  the Rebels 
heat
 Santa 
Clara 2-0 on Friday 
night. 
"I watched
 then) ILJNI.V) 
play 
against Santa Clara, hut I 
think  they 
played better 
against
 us," Menendez 
said. 
The 









 heat the 
Spartans  
last year 3-1 in 
overtime.  
"I watched them 
play once (this 
season)  and they have a 
pretty  good 
team," 
Menendez  said. 
The 
Spartans  then host Fullerton 
State at 2 p.m. Sunday at Spartan Sta-
dium. 






 Gary Morlan 









































Perez wars named  the 
PCAA 
Offensive













356  yards against
 the Cou-
gars in 
his second major -college 
start.
 
Perez has now 
completed 54 
percent of his passes for 
592  yards 
and three scores. 
The key
 to his success
 could lie 
in the 












Gruneisen's new defensive 
scheme 
has also been effective. 
In
 1,985.
 the Spartans gave 
up 
51
 points in their first two games. 
This year, SJSU 
has given up 
only 34 
points against 





 State and 
Oregon. 
The "46" defense, designed
 by 
Gruneisen, has limited the 
Cougars 
and Ducks to 
a total of 172 yards on 
the ground. 
Last year, the Spartans
 gave up 
169 rushing yards per game. 
Football




















































Salton  6, 
°Imam,  4. 
Opponents  34 
INDIVIDUAL  
FIELD  GOALS 
Oliverez
 0-2. 






. Opponents 4 
INDIVIIII













































15-195-13.11  AVG, Lig 
aim 
11-162-14.7
 AVG. Saxon 
6-86 
14.3 








5.5  AVG, Walker 




AVG,  Thomas 
1-15-15  it 




 AVG,  
Opponents
 37-470-12 7 
AVG 
INDIVIDUAL  PUNTING 
Diehl 
9-39.7  AVG, Opponents 11 
31) M AVG 
INDIVIDUAL
 PUNT RETURNS 
Clark 2-3-1 5 AVG,
 Payton 2-1-0 5 
AVG, 




AVG,  Clark 2 
77-35.5
 AVG, Saxon 1-29-29.0 AVG. 
Malauulu




















 like to 
know 
about
 you, and 
our low 
prices  on 
quality 
copies  will 


















OPEN  24 
HOURS  
481
 E. San 
Carlos  St. 
lbetween























 carrying case to first 50 
customers purchasing a 5I26 enhanced.) 
External 800K Drive ImageWriter II Printer 
$299 
or
 $20/month' $469 or $21/month" 
ORDERING INFORMATION
 
Prices quoted include a discount for cash,  check or Apple Credit Card 
purchases.  
If you wish to use Visa or Mastercharge please add 3%. We can take orders over th,! 
phone and can ship them 
upon receipt of a check or approval of credit. Shipping 
and Handling charges  will be added to cover the cost of UPS Ground plus insurance. Apple 
Credit Card purchases 
will 
require
 your signature in person at the
 nine






You can also come into the store for 
immediate
 delivery! You must be a full time
 student




at SJSU to qualify to purchase 
a Macintosh from Spartan Bookstore. To 
place your





Application  call (408)-277-3043.
 
Limit  of one 
computer system per
 customer. 

























 SHOPS .0 
INC. 

































































































































































had  10 














for  10th 
in the 
na-


















coach  Dick 
Montgomery
 and 





















and I couldn't 














atrocious, and we were 
definitely playing in a 
hostile environment.' 
 Dick Montgomery, 
Spit  volley ball coach 








the  first game of 





was a very 
good experience 
for us," Montgomery 
said. "Illinois played better than I 
thought they could, and 
we struggled a 
bit in 
the first game." 
The Spartans reached the final of 
the four -team tourney by 
defeatin 
Penn State on Friday by scores of I 5 
4, 15-5 and 15-10. 
The Lady Lions were also 
us
 
beaten prior to the 
tournament.  
Against Penn State, Shawna Di-
biaso
 had eight kills and Ice and Cook 








threatens  pro 
career
 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Joe 
Montana, the San Francisco 
49ers' 
quarterback who 
led them to two 
Super  Bowl victories. underwent 
back 
surgery
 yesterday that could 
bench 






a chance  he won't 
play football again." said team phy-
sician Dr. Michael hdillingham on 
Sunday of the team's SI million -a -
year
 leader. "I think there is a gen-
eral consensus that Joe will 
play 
again, but there is 
also
 the risk that 
even if the surgery
 is successful, it 




history  of 
back pain. The
 problem was aggra-
vated during the first game of the 
season,
 while throwing a pass in the 
49ers' 31-7 victory 
over the Tampa 
Bay Buccaneers, 
in
 which he com-
pleted 32 of 46 
passes  for 356 yards. 
With Montana on the sidelines, 
the 49ers lost 16-13 Sunday to the 
Los Angeles Rams with former 
Rams' backup quarterback Jeff 
Kemp at the helm. 
The operation involves the re-
moval of 
portions  of one and possi-
bly two 
discs  near the base of Mon-
tana's
 spine. 
At Montana's request, the loca-
tion of the surgery 
and who did it 
were not given 
before  the operation. 
Experts  say such an 
operation
 
involves several days 
in the hospital, 
six or eight 
weeks  of recuperation 
and orders not 
to lift anything 
heavy  
for at least 
three  months. 
"I think
 we expect to 
face this 
entire season without 
Joe,"  said San 
Francisco
 Coach 




one  of Montana's best 
friends, said 
that
 he thought it 
was a joke when
 
Montana told 
him how badly 
his 
back was injured. 
Dr. 
Robert
 Gamburd, a team 
back 
specialist,  said 
Montana  would 
not be 
able  to play 
without  the 
oper-
ation. 
"We discovered the herniated 
disc on Friday." Gambuni
 said. 
"He made the 
decision  to go ahead 
and have the 
surgery.  He's a very 
tough guy. He 
was very professional 
about it. He 
has been aware 
for a 
while that surgery 
might  be a possi-
bility. 
..parnburd said the surgery in-
volved "taking a bone old" to get to 
the damaged 
fifth lumbar disc, 
which was removed. 
He said the disc 
was pressing 
on a nerve and an operation was 
needed yesterday so Montana 
wouldn't suffer lasting nerve dam-
age. 
Before
 Sunday, Montana had 
missed just two games in his career 
due to injuries, 
both of them rela-
tively minor. 
With Montana on the injured 
reserve list, his spot on the roster 
probably will be 
taken by former 
San Francisco 
nose tackle Pete 
Kugler.
 
Walsh said that although a 
young backup such as unsigned 
Houston
 rookie Jim Everett, a Pur-
due graduate,
 will be sought,  he 
probably will not look around this 
























































































































blast by former Chicago
 White Sox 
slugger Dick Allen in 1974. 
"I knew it would come," the 
onetime  Heisman Trophy winner said 
about 
his homer. "It was a flat slider 
and I was using the 
bat I'd used in bat-
ting practice. It was one of Willie Wil-





homer  off Mike 
Moore. 10-2, ignited a 
five -run fourth 
inning that gave Kansas City an 8-0 
lead. 
Meanwhile, veteran Jorge Ona 
enjoyed a big 
day for the Royals. 
knocking in four runs. 
Orta smashed his eighth home 
run 
and
 singled twice in a game
 that lea 
tured six
 Royals' players 








Every Tuesday Nite 
Also
 
All Well Drinks 
Tap 
Beer


















 opening -round opponent 
Penn
 State on their
 
stay







































































card  and 
you 
have access to 
'otir 
money





































for just a 
small fee. 
It's 











 never a 
minimum
 



















 at the 
hank. 



















































When Katherine Bug lectures 
on campus this 
afternoon,  the local art-
ist will he 
returning




from 1983 to 
1984.  Bazak will 
appear  not on a pro-
fessorial mission, 
hut to lecture on her
 
current 





 comprised entirely 
of Bazak's work, will be on exhibit 
through  Sept. 26. Barak will make 
her 
presentation at 3:30 
p.m. today in the 
gallery,  and 



























Since receiving her 
master's de-
gree in fine arts from 
the University of 
Wisconsin in 
1974,  Bazak has taught 
at  several 
California  colleges and uni-
versities 
and has shown her 
work  in 
more than 25 shows. 
In explaining 
her  evolution as a 
realist, Ratak 
said
 she turned to fig-
ures because 
they





'When  I was doing abstracts. 
mine always looked 
like everyone 

















 vice president,  has
 proposed a 
series of universitywide
 gatherings de-





"There  is a lack of 
community. 
spirit on this campus,"
 Okerlund said, 
adding  that she 
feels  the 
intellectual
 









 needs to 
be 
reminded
 of the Greek 
origin  of the 
word  "university" 
---
 a oneness or 
wholeness. 
"To do that 
we
 have to talk to 
each other,  Okerlund said.
 
The series would
 not he scholarly 
In nature 
but would he a 
chance  for 




talk to each other 
and find out what 
is 
happening  in 
departments  and 
schools  
other than 
their  own, Okerlund 
said.  
First in 
the series will 
be a presen-
tation
 by Jay 







will  focus on 
Project













3:3(1  p.m. on 










events  in the 




















an Oct. 24 




 of schools 
and a 
lecture





Stegner,  set for 




WASHINGTON (AP)  A Sac 




termine how much the federal govern-
ment contributes to pollution in San 
Francisco Bay. 
Rep. Vic Fazio, D -West Sacra-
mento, said he requested the study be-
cause of growing evidence of toxic 
waste problems in San Francisco Bay. 




"There are a large number of 
mil-
itary installations and other federal fa-
cilities surrounding (San Francisco 









said in a 
letter to the 
GAO, the 
independent  auditing arm of 
Congress.
 





 the Clean Water 
Act in the Chesapeake Bay found that 
federal agencies,  
particularly  the De-
partment 
of Defense, were guilty of 
even more discharge permit violations 





There are 1(1)  
federally  owned or 
operated major 
facilities  in the San 
Francisco  area, 
Fazio
 said, but there is 
no 


















 A state study
 of 
waterfowl found 
high levels of sele-
nium  in two 
species
 of ducks taken 
from 
the  bay last 
January,




 found in 




ductive  damage 
if consumed in 
large 
amounts. 
A Fazio aide, Jim 
Mulhall, said 
the GAO 
had  "all but agreed to clo-




 everyone else's 
were better." 
Bazak defends her field of spe-
cialization
 by quoting artist Robert 
Irwin who said, "If 
you're a figure 
painter, you might as well accept it." 
According to Rezak, the figure is 
one of the most expressive forms in 
history. 
"It's more meaningful
 than the 
circle," 
she said. 
As a realist. Bazak portrays the 
women
 in her paintings
 as they really 
are. Subjects are dressed in common 
attire and depicted against stark 
back-
grounds,  often in bright colors. 
The current show features works 
done since 1978. Rezak said this was a 
significant period in her development, 
as she turned to using live models in-
stead of photographs for her visual me-
dium. 
**I began to feel 
the  threat that the 
incessant 
bombardment
 of 2-I) images
 
was giving 




 my ability to 
mentally  visu-
alize 
3-1) space." she 
stated in a 
printed  release 





!kaiak ,a1,1 ,aw an niiprto.cincrit in 
her work 
"I got a v isual 
aesthetic  chill in 
painting
 real objects," she 
said. "I 
was bitten by 
the  energy between
 my 
eyes,
 my hand 
and  the subject."
 
In addition to live models.
 Bazak 
said she has revived
 the use of the lay
 
figure, an articulated 
life-size  manne-
quin that can 





Bazak said lay figures 
were  used 
extensively  in the 
16th and 17th 
centu-
ries 


















 her work is 
headed, she 
said. 
"I'm trying to get
 more metapho-
rical, to 
get more meaning 
out of the 
figure than 





 an example of this is 
the way "Angel" 
depicts  flight. 
Ideally.
 Bazak said, most of the 
painting's meaning would come from 
her and less from 































goods  for the 
hungry.  
Kennedy 
fasted for two 
days 
last 
week  as part of 
her exhibit, "Eat
 
Art?"  in which she accepted 
food to 
give to a local 
mission.
 
She said she believes
 her pro-
ject helped bring people 
together  and 
showed 
"there  were ways of joining 
everyday life with 
larger concerns. I 




Kennedy said it took awhile to 
get used to fasting. 
She  drank only 
water and juice last Monday
 and 
Wednesday.  
"I got lightheaded a 
couple
 of 
times," she said. "The first 
couple  
of hours 
it was scary because 
you 
have this 
sense that if you don't eat, 
you're 
going to die." 
She has since 
gained back the 
three
 pounds she lost while
 fasting, 
Kennedy 
said.  "It isn't a good way 
to diet because it slows 




consisted of a small 
black 










































canned goods, and four signs which 
listed the four 
freedoms  as described 
by President Franklin 
D. Roosevelt 
in 1941. He 
outlined them as the 
freedoms of belief and
 speech and 
the 
freedoms  from fear and 
hunger.  
Using freedom
 front hunger as 
her theme. Kennedy 
decided to fast 
as a way "to see
 the changes in my-
self and to see what 
it was like to be 
a 'have-not'
 in a *have' 
society.  
Food is everywhere,
 yet there are 
those who don't have access to ' 
She 
described
 the feeling of 
being a "have-not." 
"There  is a 
feeling olr 
being  left out
 and it was 
pretty frustrating.
 There is a sense of 
division, 
although  we like 
to 
think  
that this country is 
not  a class -di-
vided  society, it is." 
Kennedy 


































COLLEGIATE FUGHTBMIK, FROM 
CONTINENTAL
 AND NEW YORK AIR. 
If you're a filll-time student 
at an accredited college or uni-
versity you can
 join our Collegiate FlightBank!"' You'll receive 
a membership cud
 and number that will allow you 
to get 
10% 
off Continental and New York Air's already
 low fives. In 
addition, you'll get 
a one-time certificate good for $25 of 
any 
domestic  roundtrip flight. Plus, you'll be able 
to
 earn nips to 
places like
 Florida, Denver, Los Angeles,
 even London and 
the South 
Pacific.  Because every time you 
fly
 you'll earn mile-
age towards
 a free trip. And if you
 sign up now you'll 
also  
receive




 7 Farr tree trips to 




Bosh , A 1,11 
11(




71. I'lf I if 
SIGN UP YOUR 










enroll  the most 
active student
 flyers from 










 flies in the 
mainland  U.S., 




grand prize, for the 
number
 one student referral 
champion in the nation: a 
Porsche  and one year of unlimited 
coach  air navel. 
And how do you get to be 
the referral champion? Just sign 
up as 
many friends as possible, and 
make sure your member-
ship number is on their 




you and your referrals 
must sign up before 
12/31/86  
and 
each referral must fly 3 
segments on Continental
 or New 
York  Air before 6/15/87. And you'll not 
only
 get credit for the 
enrollment,  you'll also get 500 bonus miles. 
So cut the coupon, and
 send it in now Be sure to 
include  
your 
current  full time 
student
 ID number. That


















referral  forms, will arrive in 3 to 4 
weeks.
 If you have a 
credit 
cat- d, you
 can call us at 
1-800-255-4321  
and  enroll even 
faster.  
Now more than 
ever it pays to stay 
in school. 
T 
II Nt .1., print . t tspt If 
f .1 f'f  
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S rravel swl. C 1986 Co int inent
 al Alt Lines, Inc 
Students must he het 
ween  ages 16 and 25 Regastra 
lion  and taxes are the 
responsibility





















More than HMO people 
have  reg-
istered
 to vote in Santa Clara
 County 
since the June primary, and officials 
from the County 
Registrar
 of Voters 
are confident that number will increase
 
by the Oct. 6 deadline. 
"There's always
 more interest in 
a general election like
 the one coming 
up than in a primary election," said 
Ann DuFresne, 
a supervisor in the reg-
istrar's office. "Registration
 has also 
gone up because both parties are pay-
ing people to register voters." 
Those 
who are registered  
668,065 as of Sept. 10  will be 
asked to decide on 
several controver-
sial propositions, including proposals 
to make English the state's official lan-
guage and to declare AIDS a 
conta-
gious 
disease,  subject to quarantine. 
I.aura Miller, a deputy registrar,  
said she wasn't certain the increase in 
registrants 
would  translate into an in-
crease at 
the polls, although she said 
controversial campaigns usually result 
in a high voter turnout.
 
"Because a 60 to 75 
percent 
voter turnout is 
considered good in any 
election,  the past two elections 
have 
definitely





 June primary, 659,605 
vot-
ers 
were regi.tered in Santa Clara
 
County, but only 244.466
 ballots were 
cast: 







Students in Advanced Report-
ing,







for the Daily this semester 
Slightly more voters 
participated 
in the 1984 presidential election, with 
286,026
 out of 642.125 possible bal-
lots cast, or 
44.5
 percent. 




-presidential election year," Miller 
said about the 
Nov.
 4 election. "It all 
really depends on the public's 
level of 
awareness 
of the issues. But that
 in it-
self is not always 
the answer. Often-
times,
 even if people 
are aware, they 
still don't
 perceive that their 
vote will 
count, so they say, 
'Why
 bother?' " 
Every vote counts, according to 
Robert 
Walker.
 executive director of 
the Santa 
Clara  County Republican 
Party. 
"Voter registration is the single 
most important factor in an election," 
Walker
 said. 
Both of the major parties appar-
ently agree, as they are paying "vol-










registration  tables set up between 
the art building




 by the College 
Republicans  and 
Campus
 Democrats.  There
 are no 
specific hours since 
both booths are 







 Office, on the 
third 
floor of the 
Student Union.
 Office hours are







 of Voters office, 1553 
Berger
 Drive, San Jose. 
Office  
hours 
are  8 a.m. to 5 
p.m.
 Monday through
 Friday. You 
can  also write the 
registrar's  office 
for
 registration 
materials  at P.O. 
Box 1147, San 
Jose 
95108,
 or call 
298-7400.  
 At post offices,
 public libraries,
 fire stations, 
and  city and 
county
 offices. 
 At the 







Ave., San Jose, 










 522 N. 
Monroe St., 
San  Jose, CA, 
95128,
 or call 246-6600. 
 At 
local 7-11 stores, 
Baskin -Robbins 
Ice  Cream 
parlors,








Savings,  National 
Dollar stores, 










registration  forms must 
reach
 the 









 may be 
obtained  by 
writing  or  
stopping
 by the 
regis-
trar's  office. 
Requests  for 
absentee  ballots
 must be 
received  no 
later
 than 


























 to vote in 
Santa  Clara 
County,  you 
must
 be; a U.S. 
citizen,  a 
resident of 
the county and
 at least 18 
years  of age. 
 You 
cannot register 
if you are in 












 time you 
registered,
 you will 
have
 to reregister












until the last day," 
said
 Stephen Cole, 
a volunteer 





Neither party is neglecting
 SJSU. 
Representatives
 from the College Re-
publicans and Campus 
Democrats
 
have been stationed 
near
 the Student 
Union  to register students since late 
August. 
Registration
 drives have been the 
biggest factor in this year's registration 
increase, according to John Ballard, 
















 really got it 
started 
was Rose Bird," Ballard said, 
referring to the controversial state Su-
preme Court chief 
justice who will 
face the
 voters in November. "And
 
you can't rule out the 
AIDS and toxic 
waste 
initiatives." 




 on Nov. 4 are: 
 Prop. 61. the (Paul) Gann ini-
tiative: Should the
 salaries of many 
public  employees be cut back, and 
should all public employees be re-
quired to use sick 
leave  and vacation 
time in the year in which it is earned'? 
 Prop. 62, the (Howard) Jarvis 
initiative: Should all local general tax 
increases have
 to be approved by two-
thirds of the local taxing agency's gov-
erning body and by a majority of 
vot-
ers'?  
 Prop. 63, the English language 
initiative proposed by former U.S. 
Sen. S.I. Hayakawa: Should English 
be designated the official state lan-
guage?
 
 Prop. 64, the 
LaRouche  initia-
tive: Should
 AIDS be declared
 a conta-
gious disease, 





Prop. 65, the toxics 
initiative: 
Should  businesses be prohibited
 from 
releasing chemicals known to cause 
cancer or birth defects into water or 
onto land where
 they may reach drink-
ing water, and should they he 
prohib-
ited from exposing anyone to such 
chemicals without giving reasonable 
warning?  
There are eight






California voters will also choose 
between
 Republican incumbent Gov. 
George  Deukmejian and Los 
Angeles
 
Mayor Tom Bradley, a Democrat, in 
the gubernatorial race, and between in-
cumbent Sen. Alan Cranston.
 
0-Cali-





 level. Santa Clara 
County Sheriff Robert Winter and Stan 
Horton, assistant San Jose Police 
























































































































































































































































































































caine entering this 
country comes from 
Colombia. 
"With such an irresponsible re-
cord on 
a major problem facing our 
country, one wonders 
about 
Cranston's priorities," Zschau said, 
offering
 his own record on anti -drug 
legislation for scrutiny. 
A 
measure  he voted for Thursday 
requires the  death 
penalty for some 
drug pushers and authorizes use of 
U.S. troops to intercept drug ship-
ments. 








wonder  where Cranston 
will  be 
 especially if there is 




again for a debate with 
Cranston  on such issues




ordered  the heads 
of each 
government
 agency to 
establish  man-
datory testing
 yesterday for 
"employ-
ees





estimated  could 
require 
tests on 
more than a 

























Discover Which Careers 
Suit  You Best 
Explore career opportunities 
available in today's job market 
0.6,1 
r"1111,r_n 










10:00 AM  3:00 
PM 
STUDENT
 UNION BALLROOM 
Over 125 employers representing 
business,  industry, government, health 
& community services, and 
education will attend. Listed below is the 
CED 
participant  roster. 
Wed., Sept. 17, 
1986 
ARA LIVING CENTERS 
AGNEWS DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER 







ARTHUR YOUNG & CO. 
AVANTEK. INCORPORATED 
BANK OF THE WEST* 
BEACON OIL CO. 
CTB McGRAW-HILL 
CALIF. DEPT. OF CORRECTIONS* 
CALIF. DEPT. OF FORESTRY 
CALIF. HIGHWAY PATROL* 
CALIF. PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CALIF. STATE




 CORNER & CAREER IMAGE
 
CHROMA COPY 
COMM. HOSPITALS OF 
CENTRAL  CALIF.* 
CONCORD
 POLICE DEPT.* 
COOPER  LASERSONICS. INC. 
COOPERS  & LYBRAND 
E & J GALLO WINERY 
ESL INC. 
EASTSIDE UNION 
HIGH  SCHOOL 01ST. 
EXTENDED 





 AEROSPACE & COMM. CORP. 
FREMONT 
UNIFIED  SCHOOL DISTRICT* 
FRITO-LAY,
 INC. 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.* 
GILROY 
FOODS.  INC. 
GILROY UNIFIED 
SCHOOL  DISTRICT 
GRANT THORNTON 
HALLMARK CARDS. irNic.* 
HEWLETT-PACKARD CO.* 
HOME FEDERAL SAVINGS













NATIONAL  LAB.* 
LOCKHEED 
DATAPLAN.  INC. 
LOCKHEED 




















NAVAL PLANT REP. 
OFFICE* 
NO. CALIF. SCHOOL











































POLICE  DEPT. 
SANTA






















































*This  organization 
will  be participating
 both days 
Thurs., 















CALIF. DEPT. OF 
HEALTH  SERVICES 
CALIF. HIGHWAY
 PATROL* 
CALIF.  WATER 
RESOURCES  
CONTROL  BD. 
CITY OF 



















































































































































 & CO. 
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO.* 





GENERAL  HOSPITAL 
SAN 
FRANCISCO
 STATE UNIVERSITY 
SAN JOSE 
POLICE  DEPT.* 
SANTA RITA UNION SCHOOL DISTRICT 





SPECTRA -PHYSICS. INC. 
















































 DIV. NAVAL 

























 is this more clear
 than in the city's 
San  
Antonio 
Plaza  redevelopment 




 contains existing buildings 
including 
the federal building, 
state office building. 
San  
Jose Museum
 of Art. Pasco 




 the Camera Three 
cinema.  
Construction  is nearing 
completion
 on The Colonnade.
 
a 185 -unit
 apartment complex at 
Fourth  and San Carlos 
streets. The 
building  is part of the 
larger  Silicon Valley 
Financial 
Center.
 developed by 
Kimball
 Small Properties of 
San Jose. that 




 vice president 
of Kimball 
Small Properties, said
 the project is being 
marketed  to 
young 
professionals  who work 
downtown  or in north San 
Jose.
 Rents for the complex range 
between $650 and $1.650 
per month. 
Riley said
 the project was not 
designed  as student 
housing,
 although it 







and would enjoy the 
convenience to the 
university . 
The  first phase of the 
financial center also
 includes the 
Fairmont
 Hotel, currently 
under construction 
between 
Market  and First streets, an  
office  tower at First and San 
Fernando
 streets,  and a retail 




 of the office tower 
and retail pavilion 
should begin late 
this month or early 
October,  said Bill 
Versaci, Sun 
Antonio  Plaza project 




 plans for the retail
 pavilion were 
designed by the 
Jon kr& Partnership
 of Los Angeles. 
designers of the 
Horton  Plaza retail 
complex
 in San Diego. 
Riley 
described  the pavilion as a two
-level  "street," 
covered by a trellis.
 but otherwise open 
to the sky. The 
colonnade  will run 
diagonally  front an 
entrance  on First 
Street  to food services
 near a circular 
paseo  area on the 
south.  
Plans for the 
paseo  area have 
been
 criticized by 
SJSU  
students and faculty 
including  assistant 
biology
 Prof. 
Steven White. They 
object to plans by the 
developer and the 
redevelopment
 agency to 
remove  some 120 
trees  from the 
area. 
The
 plan also calls for 
removal  of a fountain 
in
 front of 
the state building. 
Riley  said that he believes
 plans for the area 
include
 
adequate open space and that 
the trees and fountain are 
incompatible 
with  the master plan for the area,
 designed by 
the  architectural firm of 
Skidmore,
 Owings & Merrill, 
designers  of the Crocker





 the Progressive 
Architecture 
19E15 urban design 
and planning award, 
he said. 
The 
present  Paseo de San 
Antonio was originally
 
designed as a pedestrian green
 space designed to attract 
development to the area. Riley 
said. 
"It was designed 
basically  in a vacuum." he 
said,
 
adding that it doesn't 
work  as a retail concept and 
was not 
successful in attracting 
business to the area. Retail areas, 
he 
said, need clear 
paths  for walking 
across.  
"I 
can't  imagine 
anyone
 not being proud
 of it when it's 
finished." 
he said. "It's





the pavilion is being 
designed  to increase 
activity in the
 area for those who live
 and work downtown, 
as well as attracting 
people from SJSU and 
providing  people 
who live in the 
city's suburbs with 
a reason to come 
downtown. 
"San Jose is a 
rare 
opportunity."  he said. 
"It's going 
to happen overnight." 
Skidmore.
 Owings & Merrill also designed
 the office 
tower. The red granite tower will he adjacent to a plaza 
designed by landscape architect Dan Kiley, whose work 
includes the riverfmnt park under the Gateway Arch in St. 
Louis. 




 San Fernando 
Street,
 and a 
mid -rise residential complex between Third and Fourth 
streets. 
The San Jose Transit 





area, along First and Second streets. 
Michael






mall will consist 
of a two-lane roadway for bus and 
automobile





Corridor light -rail 
system, as well as a 
pedestrian  mall 
paved  with 300,000 
square feet of light
 green granite. 
Benches,  shelters, trees
 and streetlights will 
also  be 
installed  along
 the mall, 
he said. 
Tuesday,  September 16, 1986/Spartan
 
Daily  
Top to bottom: Workmen pave the way for 
redevelopment. The 
Fairmont Hotel, under 
construction between 
Market and First 
streets, figures 
prominently
 in downtown's 
future.  A scale model of 
the  area shows, 
from left, the
 San Jose Museum of 
Art, an 
office tower and the
 Fairmont as they will 
look
 after completion. 
This  peaceful 
fountain in front of the state 
building
 and 
the trees in the
 background are scheduled 
to be removed to make





































































































 Call Jesse 

















































































































from 2 to 4 
p.m  












































































[mon.  Call Sarah 




Delta Sigma Pi, a professional 
co-ed business frater-
nity  will hold a "Meet
 the Chapter" 
meeting  at 6:30 p.m.
 
today
 in the Almaden Room
 of the Student Union.







" . . . 
















get  your copy. 20 hrs FREE 
GOOD 
NEWS  STUDENTS This natu-
ral 
health  product will 
enable you 
to increase




 II can 
help you 
to study or 
exercise  more effect) 
vely Absolutely no drugs.
 100.. 
satisfaction or lull 
refund Call 
John at (408)046-9/70  
RESEARCH PAPERS 15 278 AVAIL 
ABLE' Catalog $200 Research 
11322 Idaho #70697 
los
 An-
geles 90025 Toll -free hot line 





 Up mailing circu 
lam' No quotas bosses Sincerely 
interested rush self-addressed 
envelope  Network -COW 
POLB1072 Crystal Lake. II 60014 
AUTOMOTIVE  
BUGS FOR SALE" San Jose s best 









vehicle purchase w univ I D 
YAMAHA 700 MAXIM X shaft drive 
Witter cooled. 25 valve Genisis 
engine New 
condilion  2100 ml 
including 2 pr gloves, helmet 
tank 000.523013 ho Must see' Ken 
at
 297,9213 eves 
79 HONDA 400A 
MOTORCYCLE auto 





$000 So New 6e1me1-875 
Call 729-7606 eves wlinds 
75 MERCURY AUTOMATIC 2dr runs 
good $800 So Call 729-4373
 after 
1 aro 789-8693 9pm-Ilprn 
7$ PLYMOUTH VAL IANT 4 dr auto 
pwr. clean grt student car runs 
gd Excl mein! 6850 bo 292. 
6229 
73 CAPRI 2600 automatic 
sir  well 
maint great student car $950 
947-0221
 
to,. leave message 
72 CHRYSLER NEWPORT Gd condi-
tion new
 trans excint tires 
brakes Best offer 
2002615
 










EASE Computer time 
or 
private instruction





















Over 500 Ptak 
formals 
$1400
 a disk 
Word  Pro 
cessorsMag 
Tapes  








IBM XT COMPATIBLE 7566 2 
drives  
monitor 




 20MB hard 
disk drive 









One  block from 
campus  
404 5 3rd
 SI 02 corner of San 
Salvador 











































































































































































































8 Sat 9 
3016 
3pm 






 (PT I 



















phone Mon thru 
Weds 


















 current cert Hrs-
M-F.45prn
 Call Mary at 
779-4335  
LOOKING
 FOR PART TIME work, 
Togo 
sat 900 N First 





 Please call 





 Japene. cusi. Call 
Mac el 998-9711 
McDONALD s NOW HIRING, Premium 
pay hours flexible around school 
schedule Two
-five days 10-35 
hrs wk 
interviews M -F 3-4prn 
Contact 
Mike or Lucy at 365-3095. 
15475 Los Gatos Blvd 
NEED LOVING EXPERIENCED per-
son locale for 4 
mo
 old baby 
Part -lime 
flexible hours great 
pay Call 294-0947 
OFFICE ASST. Flex hrs
 eves 
weekends Vaned  duties in retell 





















accepted you will 























reeding skills are a plus Some 
evening and weekend positions 
are available and some 
flexibility  
is 
allowed during final exams In 
addition if you qualify 
corporate
 
scholarshtps are awarded inter-
nships are possible 
and you may 
earn
 2 3 4 credits per quarter or 
semester 
During  your winter 




loll time work is avatiable 
Call today for inforrnalion 
and an 
interview  or call Monday through 
Fridey between 10 AM -2 PM 14081 
275-9885
 If the line is busy 
please be patient
 end try again 
An equal opportunity 
company
 
ROCK STARS Legacy is  good 
origi-
nal rock n roll band looking for  
singer Creative and talented is  
must 
No previous exp or equip
 
needed Call Steve 
et
 226 
574S Rick -2666743 10 message 
STUDENT  POSITIONS AVAILABLE
 in 
orientation  services 
office Part-
time during school year with 
pos. 
ibillly of full-time In summer up 
plicallon 4 complete position
 an 
nouncomen1  available In Student 
Union Activities 8 Services 
Of -
ft. Old Cafeteria Dewittne  
to 
apply 
is Friday Sept 19 by 5 PM 
TAP TEACHER needed to leach chit-
dren s cl   at Blossom Valley 
studio Ado level only 
781.7172 
TEACHERS St AIDES for preschool 




TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME PART
 




to sell air 
time 
This 
position  requires  good 
voice and a strong
 desire to make 
money Cell Mrs Green at 377-
3800 
TELEPHONE 
SALES -16.310 hr eves 
witrvis Lawn 
.rvIlon  end ferti-
lization Great customer lisle 
Green 




SALES -part M. Sell 
subscriptions
 to the Mercury -
News  Guaranteed 34 
SO







30PM. Mon Fri 
plus 
Sal 
Cell today 14041943-I 800 
WORK
 FRIDAY 
MORNINGS  making 
calls  from your home to 
local 
























rates -shared or 
In 
gie  available 
Walking 
distance  to 
San 
Jose State (Mice





Welk  to SJSU
 2 bdrm 
apt 
off-street  pkg

























 house in Campbell fir
 
Pruneyard  w 2 
females
 
6 leacher  
$275
 Or util 377-1654
 
SJSU 2 




 5 t Ith 
St From 





COMMUTING,  I In 
apt like 
new 
2 blk Inn 
campus  tots 
of 
parking. 
cable TV 6150 mo in-
quire












 Sept 10th In 
711) St parking 
lot








part of a 
/march project 
If 







 & are 20-55 
yrs old 
please  call Palmer Col 
lege of 
Chiropractic










 bus mai 
w similar 
int 
esp  in 
chess mili-
tary sci II 
/I real estate 
262-5409  
FEMALE COMPANION
 WANTED to 
ilve 
with  sincere 
handicapped  
men 








Snabbot  dinners. parties
 
Sunday 
brunches  lectures Tues-









 QUEEN of silent H How ye 
doin, Heppy 21 Put your urmin 
hum on hold 
Si that s half the bat-
tle Love you dearly-isabell and 
BP 
NATIONAL GAY Bi contact club 18 
men and 
women Confidante!. low 
rates Send SASE to NGCC P0 
Box 28781-K 
San Jose Ca 
95159 








 in CE EE ME and Mal 
Engrl FIT Calculus Chemistry 
and Physics Avollable at Spartan 
Bookstore A Roberts Book Store 
SIGMA NU KAY DEE is 
looking for-




 September 19th 
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS 
Christian  Cen 
ter SundayLutneren 10 
45
 am 
Catholic 4 00 
andO 








Natalie Shires Fr Bob Leger Sr 
Joan Pa.lie 
Rev Norb Firn, 
cabal 
SERVICES 
EE s IF " IS THAT DESIGN project 
due IL you have 
no resources for 
Ideas or what to build, Sill Ei. 
troMcs Is committed to offering 









Eve. 293-4780 sk for Joe 
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will con-




Practice  limited to all 
aspects of irnmigretion end natu 
rellzallon law Office 
located 
within tO minutes 
from
 campus 




PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL tor 
men and women Special rate with 
faculty or student I D Private 
confidential Weekdays evenings 
8 Saturday Sunnyvale Eirsclroly 
si Center 14011 Buelness Pork
 
at 





PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH for writ-
ers
 
scholars and public &fickle 
Specializing In 
hletorkal. point -
cal biographical lopk Student 
discounts evadable For fr. Info 
write CLO 6003-8 Motors La.. 
Columbia. MD 21045 
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL  PL AN 
Enroll now, Saw your teeth eyes 
and money Mo For information 
and




STEREO SYSTEM for sale Kenwood 
receiver  

















6500 call 275-8234 
TYPING
 





dis.rlelion  reports 
Fight
 peg I i 
I 0th 
tree disk storage On-line 
word 






 PAPER every time Es-
pert..ed
 professional
 word pro -
ceasing papers  theses
 re-
sumes office 
overflow  mailings 
newsletters Student Discounts 
Guaranteed work Only 10 min 
ules 
from campus Words and 
more 





tools typing that s tops try 
Tony

















qualify  guaranteed 
work at competitive rates Experi-






 & letters located In North 
San Jose only minutes from cam-
pus Cell P J 01923-2309 
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING All 
formals
 8 group projects 
witi. 
come Spell check every time free 
disk storage Database
 capability  
Standard  & micro cassette 
tran-
scription
 Word proc trng on 
SAMNA  
& word perfect 
softwere Hrs M -F 8 30-5 30 Re-





thesis  dissertation or manu-
script C crystal 923-8461 


















A WAY WITH 
WORDS  prompt ecru -
rate literate B A in history Wang 
Word 
Processing  spelling errors 
corrected Long manuscripts wel-
come Will pick up deliver Also 
available  critical reading. assis-




WORD  PROCESSING Have 
job will
 process





sume professional back-up 
work Reasonable rates Located 
conveniently 
Cell Bar. at 926-
4370
 
BECK SECRETARIAL Student pa-
pers. resumes bust.., typing 
needs
 word processing Willow 
Glen area Call Ilse at 267-8234 
BLOSSOM 
HILL SANTA TERESA 




days  week Limited pkk-up 
delivery
 365-1012 
CALL LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL 
word processing Reports. 
theses
 di...Irons group pro-













































COME out Fasr 
cusromets  
OF 



































 available Aimed. 
Brenham area 
Free












9440 Emphasis on 
correct punc 
tuation
 sentence structure 
and 




 major highly de-
pendable Willow Glen 
Area  easy 
to locate Call







ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING 
Term papers research peplos 
theses
 
& dissertations (Campbell 
Turabian APA 3rd rod I. screen-
plays
 





tellers manuscripts (books ent-
ries





requested) proof disc storage 
Student 
faculty
 discounts Quick 
turnaround  246-5825 
EXCEL LENT TYPING SERVICE Term 




 end lac 
ufty 
We
 also do tape trenscrip-
?Ion and 
bookkeeping  Free data 
Classified  
storage Call 245-1769 
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY  for 
your 
personal legal business word 
processing  needs 
Term papers 
worts resumes cover tenorr  
theses 
disserlatmns.  manuals 
All
 academic






work  guaronleed 
Professional.  confidential and de-
pendable 
service al AFFORDA-






 Clara) See 
SJSU Fall 
86








FORGOTTEN  PAPER 
typed 




 theses re -
smirch
 papers fast and motes, 
sionelly1 FREE grammar 
spelling
 assistance Reasonable 








PROFESSIONAL TYPIST -term 
papers 
theses etc Accurate prompt 
$2 25 Obt space per page 
Sara 
toga area call Joan al 741-5880 








Specialist  in 





Call Vicki at 
2e1  







your typing needs Sludent rates 
r 'Igo ng from SI loll 75.0 page 
Quick 
turnaround Disk storage 
for 30 days Call (408) 946-4967 
Ask for 
Amanda
 or leave message 
on 
machine  
RESUMES COVERLETTERS and 
business correspondence  Assts 
lance with 
vocabulary  .ntance 
structure and form if requested 
Cell 266-9448 
RESUME A TYPING We use IBM IT 












COM 404 S 3rd SI 
57 corner
 of 









8 so .n a bb ;ens:. :rny, 





REPORT PAPERS Word 
processing w extra
 attention to 
detail
 
$2 pg tor students
 
$3 pg 
for professionals Resumes SIO 
Save your work on the IBM PC for 
later use Gremlins, punctuation  
4 spelling checked printed in 
PUblicetions  quality 
Erickson 
Word 
Processing  377-5293 
TYPING 
DONE RE ASONABI E 
Hiles 
Call
 Pato al 246-5633 
TYPING SERVICE or




accurate work Reasonable rates 
Sr 50 pg Assignments 10 pgs 
end 
over





 738 1676 
Sunnyvale  
area Long range assignments
 
can be 




 PROCESSING -RESUMES the-
sis and term papers Reasonable 
rates 




nt  cceall 
n2d,




ZEE  TYPING and Secretertal Serv 
ices Fast accuraie work 
avail-
able
 seven days it week Located 
in the 
Blossom Hill Santa   
area I 
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Here  
(Count























4 L Ines 
$435





































10.14 Lines $6300 

















City & State 










CHECK  MONEY 
ORDER  
Classified Desk Located Outside
 
0811208  













































Daily  stall 
photographer  
()nicer  Bryan  I 
'dr ritt and 
Shadow 








K-9  team places third 












and  Garrett went on 
to finish third 
overall
 
in a field of 35 
teams  a step up front
 their fourth over-




placed third in Modesto's
 search 
phase.
 Shadow and 
Garrett
 have two first
-place  finishes 
this year
 - at the Police Olympics 
in Newport Beach in 
June and at 
the Stockton Police Dog Trials 
in July . 
"It 
baffles
 sonic of these guys," 
Garrett
 said,  while 
trying to control a 
smirk.  "Here I am 
beating
 big -city 
police departments from San 
Diego  to San Francisco, 
and 
they  can't understand it." 
Shadow is 
Garrett's  third K-9 partner
 since joining 
SJSU's police department lour
 years ago. Both Of his 
previous  partners have since died, one in 
an
 auto acci-
dent and the other from cancer. 
Garrett











its first unit in 





a dog, esen 
when 1 was 
growing up." he 
said,  while grooming 
Shadow's  thick 
coat. 
Garrett admits that 
Shadow is special. 
Special  he -
cause he is a purebred and
 pure black German 
Shepherd  
 a combination as 
rare
 as Halley's comet. 
But he is especially talented 
in














is a police dog's most common duty. 
During competition, in addition to sean:h. K-9 units 
face rigorous tests in crowd
 control, partner protection 
and agility. 
Awards.
 55 hich in the Modesto  
trials come in the 
form of belt buckles. are given to the first -through third -
place finishers in each category, and to the top five fin-
ishers overall. 
















said it's possible 
to 05(1
-Nark  a 
dog  
something he feared he might have done with Shadow. 
During the competition, the afternoon heat had 





 so many 
peo-
ple and other dogs. 
Garrett said he wondered if Shadow could make it 
through the agility phase - the most physically demand-
ing segment of the trials. 
Their number was 
called.  Shadow scaled the eight -
foot
 fence with ease. 
Following 
Garretes  lead, the canine nimbly maneu-
vered the 
15 -foot catwalk. Next, he squatted and 
crawled through an eight -foot 
tunnel.  
No problem, mused Garrett to 
himself,  
no problem. 
The team earned 
198 
out of a 
possible
 200 in the agility 
competition - 




















































while the test required an hour and IS 
minutes. 
Donis,  
said  all 
100W 
instructors  
should have been briefed 
about  the 
test, hut










 about two and a half 
scans
 that the 
Present
 exit test may he replaced by an 
entrance
 or screening test.
 A  set of 
evaluation standards for
 the new test 
would he 
necessary, she said. 
The Testing
 and Evaluation De-
partment 
should
 have informed in-
structors about






 arc often hired late in the 
semester. she 

















 pair students, 
employers
 
CAREER. front page I 
health and 
community
 ser5 is es are ex-
pected
 to attend the 
two-day  es cm. 




































said students can 
talk
 
to as many 
employers
 as they wish, sir 
they can pick 
up
 any of the available 
literature. 


























said  students should 
try 
to 
attend  both 



































 open to students. 
































spring  semester,  she 
said. 
'For those

















participants  in 
















 saltiable as a diagnostic tool in her 
100W course.
 She said she 
was aware 
it was being given to help the univer-
sity establish a criteria for an entrance 
test.
 
Bruce Wilson, psychometrist for 




tacted over the 
summer  regarding the 
test and that about 95 percent of 
those 
asked administered the test. 
Wilson  said he was not aware
 of 































 necks of two 
SJSU students 
in sep-





was  stolen 
front one 
women 
while  she was
 wait-
ing for the 
bus on Fourth 
and San Fer-
nando streets





woman's  was 
stolen while 
she 
was  returning 
alone from a 
party. 
The man, described by 
the  
vontan,
 was a black male, 18 to 20 
years old and 
about 5 feet 10 inches 
tall. She said he was 
standing next to 
her for 
a couple of minutes. 
She 
said the man then ripped the 
necklace off her
 neck and ran. 
The necklace was 
a 24 -karat gold 
chain with a 
heart -shaped jade 
pen-
dant, she said. 
According






Friday  at 
about 2 a.m, when
 a dormitory resi-
dent
 was returning to her 
dorm alone 
after  a party. 
As she passed by a 
Laundromat 
on 11th
 and San Carlos streets, a man 
asked her 
if
 she had any money. 
The report 





 the neck 
and ripped her $10 necklace off. 
She was able to break away from 
him and took
 off running. 
She described him as 
a black 
male. 45 to 50 years old. 5 feet 9 
inches tall or 5 feet



























































































































ir ot DI. 
abled Student Services, said that he has 
no
 idea whether 
these spaces 
will  he 
replaced  elsewhere
 on campus. 
He
 said 
he is taking a wait -and -see attitude.
 
Project 88 can
 begin none too soon for the faculty and 
students of 
the  Engineering 















 is one 
of the finest 





However, she pointed out 
that
 in 1985 its engineering 
educators  were once referred to 
as the "Hidden Heroes of 
Silicon Valley," because of 
the obsolete condition of the 
building and equipment. 
Enrollments in SJSU's
 engineering school were frozen 
in 1979 when space
 requirements could not he met. 
"Sev-
enty percent of 
the  qualified engineering 
applicants  can't 
get in," Pinson said. 
The current 
enrollment  in the 
undergraduate
 program 
is about 2.779. 
There are only 655 students 
in
 graduate 
school this year, he said. 
Project 88 has been 
in the planning stages
 for about 
two years. 
Pinson
 said.The State of California has 
agreed  to 
!mance 
about  70 percent of the $38 million 
project.  The re-
maining 30 
percent




 $27 million in 
high-tech
 bonds to fi-
nance the 
building. Pinson said. 
SJSU's  Campaign for En-
gineenng  Excellence, 
organized
 by private fund-raisers,
 has 
solicited pledges 
worth $9 million. ''Collecting 
the  remain-
ing $3 million 
will  he like climbing a 




department  had a lot 
of
 input in the 
design of the 
building,  Pinson said. The 
department  was re-
sponsible for the entire 


















































 88 -is 
completed
 in the 
Fall




 school will 
increase  by 
about  40 percent, 
he said. The 
graduate






 of more than
 100 
percent. 
Pinson said the 







was  vacated this summer. Much 
of the 
equipment  has been




 lot of it is 




 he said. "We're
 still looking for 
storage, but 
we've  moved 
into
 our labs." 
Pinson said 
he
 feels that the 
saddest  part of the 
move is 






 are using 
small  spaces 
located  
throughout the
 building to 




 will he 
used for meetings,
 he said. 
Pinson





ment to be 
particularly 





 all we can
 disrupt.  
Lottery
 funds 
slated  for 
SJSU  






in the state lottery declines I .ess lot-
tery revenue, she said, would be offset 
by income from the 
endowment. "We 
don't want to act 
like this,  money will 
be 
coming  in constantly .'' she said. 
Lottery funds amounting to 
$190,733 have been designated for the 
hiring of distinguished faculty. lec-
turers and 
artists.  Two requests for ex-
perts in their fields for spring semester 
have aiready been received by her of-
fice. Okerlund said. 
The largest campus allocation is 
$460.240
 for 
computing  equipment. 
Other areas designated
 to receive lot-
tery 
funding
 arc continuing commit-
ments such as computing time and sti-
pends for master teacher, an 
elementary 
or








page  / 
can remain




that  there is often 
a long la-
tency 
period  between damage
 and ill, 
ness. 
A study in 
October  1985, 
identi-
fied  24 buildings























about  your 
future, 




Group  is the parent company
 of Wienerschnitzel. The 
Original  
Hamburger Stand 
and Weldon's Founded in 
1961. our single operation 
has  
grown
 to iver 350 franchises across 
the nation and our expansion 
continues 
We are looking for 
graduating seniors with a 
Bachelor's  degree in Business or 
related 
held, with a strong interest in 





restaurant experience, high 
energy level, proven 
leadership
 ability and 
entrepreneurial
 spirit, are the 




 will be on 
campus
 SEPTEMBER





held in the 
Student  Union 
Ballroom. 
between
 10:00am - 
3:00pm. 
t -or further 
information on 
our nampus 
visitation,  contact 
Career  Planning 
and 
eincro
 lildo o 































 for a campus 
discretio-
nary fund. 
Lottery  funding is 
distrib-
uted
 to individual 
CSU  schools on a 
formula  based on 
both  fixed amounts 
per campus and 










being  taken 
on
































San Diego State University has 




sity at Stanislaus having been allocated 
the smallest, $519.509. 




reserve,  as well as an ad-
ditional $8,446,856 that 
remains unal-
located


























































system in 1986-87. 
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